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ABSTRACT (16)
On 12/3/92, at epproximately 0936 hrs, Control Room Operators (NCO -RO
licensed) received indications of a loss of the reactor recirculation
motor generator set (MG set) cooling fans. Loss of both cooling fans
resulted in a trip of both reactor recire MG sets and reactor
recirculation pumps. Station Operating procedures require operators to
place the Mode switch to the Shutdown position:when in Operational
condition 1 with no reactor recirculation pumps in. operation. Control

'
room operators placed the Mode Switch to Shutdown position at 0937 hrs,
verifying all control rods were fully inserted and all plant safety
systems functioned as required. Initial investigation determined that
a 480VAC motor control center-(MCC) power supply had tripped resulting

,

in the loss of the MG set cooling fans. Additional non safety related
equipment such as turbine generator-lift-pumps, chillers and motor
operated valves-associated with the steam jets and.feedwater heating
system had lost power. The MCC feeder breaker was. checked for abnormal
conditions _and none were noted. The MCC-was re-energized and all_non
safety related components were restored to-operation. The "A" Reactor
Recirculation pump'was restarted at 1305, and was secured again at 1651
when shutdown cooling was initiated. Subsequent investigation revealed ,

the control handle for the MCC. feeder breaker was-inadvertently bumped 1

by decon techs working in the area of a 480VAC substation.- Access-to
the breaker control area has been restricted and decon techs have been >

given additional training on the sensitivity of equipment in the work
-location.
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PLAliT A11D SLSTEM ID.E!1TIFICATIQH

General Electric - Boiling Water Reactor (BWR/4)
Reactor Recirculation System

IDEliTIFICATIOli OF OCCURREliCE

TITLE: Reactor Shutdown to comply with recommended actions contained
in 11RC Bulletin 88-07, Supplement 1.

Event Date: 12/03/92
Event Times 1230
This LER was initiated by Incident Report 110. 92-190

COfiDITIOllS PRIOR TO OCCURREUEE

Plant in OPERATIOllAL COllDITIOli 1 (Power Operation)
Reactor Power 100% of rated, 1120 MWe.

DESCRIPTIO!i OF QCCURRE11CE

On 12/3/92, at approximately 0936 hrs,. Control Room Operators (liCO -RO
licensed) received indications of a loss of the reactor recirculation
motor generator cet (MG set) cooling fans. Loss of both cooling fans
resulted in a trip of both reactor recirc MG sets and reactor
recirculation pumps. Station Operating procedures require operators to
place the Mode switch to the Shutdown position when in Operational
Condition 1 with no reactor recirculation pumps in operation. Control
room operators.placed the Mode Switch to. Shutdown position at 0937 hrs,
verifying all control rods were fully inserted and all plant safety
systems functioned as required. Initial investigation determined that
a 480VAC motor control center (MCC) power supply had tripped resulting
-in the loss of the MG set cooling fans. . Additional non cafety related
equipment such as turbine generator lift pumps, chillers and motor
operated valves associated with the steam jets,and:feedwater heating
system had lost power. :Tho'MCC feeder breaker was checked for abnormal
conditions and none were noted. . .The MCC was re-energized and all non
safety related components were restored to operation. . The "A" Reactor
Recirculation pump was restarted at 1305, and was secured again at 1651
when shutdown cooling was initiated.
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AllALYSIS OF OCCURRQlCE j

The Roactor Rocirculation System is required to be in operation during :

operational condition 1 & 2. Plant Technical Specifications requires |
- insortion of control rods to reduce power to below the 80% rod lino |_

within 2 hours when no recirculation pumps are in service and shutdown ^!
within the following 12 hours if a recirc pump is not restored. As a
result of recommendations contained in liRC BULLETIN No. 88-07,-

,

Supplomont 1 Power oscillations in Boiling Water Reactors, Plant ,

proceduros woro revised to place the modo switch to shutdown in the
'

ovent no reactor recirculation pumps are operating-in operational- ,

condition 1.

The design of the Hopo Creek reactor recirculation motor generator sots
provided an automatic trip of the MG sots in the event of a loss of the
cooling fane. As the plant Technical Specifications allowed operation +

with no recirculation pumps for a short duration and no Reactor
Protection. system actuation signals are gonorated on this type of
event, the plant design to trip the recirculation pumpc on a loss of
the cooling fans was not considorod a significant event.

The cooling fans for the MG sots tripped as a result of the control
power being-lost for the cooling fan dampors. Twenty seconds after the-
dampors failed closed, a low flow condition tripped both MG Set cooling _ |
fans. With both'MG Set cooling fan breakers open for 30-seconds a MG
set trip is initiated. The power for the dampers was lost when a decon
technician (contract personnel) working in the area of a non vital
480VAC substation inadvertently bumped a breaker control handle which
oponod the-breaker for the MCC that powers the fan dampers._ . The
technician was moving a largo container of-dry ice which was being used
to support decon of small. tools. While moving the container betwoon
- the substation and a support column, the container bumped the control
handle for the breaker causing the breaker to open. No alarms were - ;

rocoived-in the control room as the annunciator will only alarm when !

the breaker opens on a trip condition and not when the breaker is:
' oponod with the control _ switch.

As a result.of both-reactor recirculation pumps tripping,__.. Control Room *

personnol placed the Reactor Mode Switch _to the-Shutdown position in
accordance with an Abnormale operating procedure.which addressos actions
to be taken for reactor core instability concerns. The procedure was
created to_provido direction.to be.taken-by operations personnel for
various events where reactor core power oscillations may occur.
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APPARENT CAUSE OF OCCURRENCE

The root cause of the racirculation pump trip was personnel error. The
technician inadvertently bumping the-control handle and the fact that-
the decon equipment was set up in an area where the only available
pathway for equipment to be moved was within two to three inches of
breaker operating devices contributed to the recire pump trip. The
cause of the reactor shutdown was due to instability concerns and
recommended actions contained in NRC Bulletin 88-07, Supplement 1. - ;*

!-

PREVIOUS OCCURRENCES

There have been no previous occurrences of a Reactor shutdown due to a
dual reactor recirculation pump trip reported at Hope Creek.

SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE

This incident posed minimal safety significance as the reactor shutdown
was performed solely to comply with the recommended actions contained -;

in NRC Bulletin 88-07, Supplement 1, and no other scram conditions or
shutdown requirements existed. All plant systems _ responded per design
for both the recirculation pump trip and the subsequent reactor
shutdown.
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FORRECTIVE ACTIONS

1. A post reactor scram review and significant Event Response Team
(SERT) review were perforned to ensure all systems and functions
operated properly and provide an independent assessment of.the
event.

2. The pathway which was being used to move the dry ice container l'n.
front-of the 480VAC substetion has been restricted. An alternate
path has been established to allow access to the decon equipment
area without passing in the vicinity of substation controls. .

3. Contractor Personnel involved in the event have been given
additional training on the equipment located in the work area.

'

4. The need to revise the design of the actuator power supply for the
MG set cooling fan darnpers and the -automatic trip of the :recirc MG
nets on loss of cooling.is under evaluation.
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